Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™
Topical Dosing Dispenser

Healthcare providers and caregivers can easily verify a dose with the NEW graduated Topi-CLICK® 35 dose check system.

Provides an independent check system to verify dose.

The Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ topical dosing dispenser provides the same advanced technology as the Topi-CLICK® 35 and offers EXTRA assurance with graduated marks so the dose starting and stopping points can be easily verified and recorded. Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial start point should begin when the bottom of the plunger is at the 30 mL graduated mark.

Consistent & Accurate Dose™
- Topi-CLICK® dispensers proven most accurate among others tested by *ARL
- Eliminates user-variability
- Consistent automated dosing throughout treatment
- Allows for easy recording of numerical volumes dispensed

Built-in Applicator Pad
- Reduces the risk of cross-contamination to others

CLICK-Assist™ Technology
- Clear Audible CLICKs
- Built-in Visual CLICK points
- Strong Tactile Sensations at each CLICK point

Viscosity Assurance™
- Accuracy NOT affected by varying formulations
- Accuracy NOT affected by varying bases

Made of FDA grade materials | BPA and Phthalate free | UV block and is Recyclable

Features graduated marks at each 0.5 mL.

BOTTOM of Plunger indicates the amount of medication remaining.

Each turn/CLICK of base dispenses 0.25 mL of topical
- 1 CLICK = 0.25 mL
- 2 CLICKs = 0.50 mL

Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSE™

Healthcare Provider Use Instructions

STEP 1:
Healthcare provider should begin by reading dose volume while holding the dispenser at eye level.
Record volume by reading the graduated line at the **bottom of the plunger** and then record by using the healthcare facility’s preferred method of dose recording. *(Figure a.)*

Holding dispenser above or below eye level may cause errors in reading. **Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial start point should begin when the bottom of the plunger is at the 30 mL graduated mark.**

---

**Figure a.**  
Features graduated marks at each 0.5 mL.  
**BOTTOM of Plunger** indicates the volume of medication remaining.  
Each turn/CLICK of base dispenses 0.25 mL of topical:  
1 CLICK = 0.25 mL  
2 CLICKs = 0.50 mL

---

STEP 2:
Lift off the cap of the Topi-CLICK® dispenser by placing your thumb under the tab on the protective outer cap and pressing upward.

STEP 3:
Watch the visual indicators when rotating base. Be sure to leave the base in the registered CLICK position by aligning the base column with the tube node after each use.

STEP 4:
Turn the base to dispense the number of CLICKs or mLs specified in the instructions on the prescription label.

---

**Figure b.**  
Discontinue use when bottom of Plunger reaches “O” at graduated line.

---

STEP 5:
Apply topical medication as directed by the physician or pharmacist. Rub the area of the skin using the **built-in applicator pad.** Continue rubbing until topical is completely absorbed into the skin.  
**IMPORTANT:** The built-in applicator lessens the risk of cross-contamination and ensures the full dose is applied to intended area.

STEP 6:
Replace cap after each dose to prevent evaporation. Be sure cap snaps on tightly.

STEP 7:
Read volume stopping point by holding dispenser at eye level and recording as indicated by your healthcare facility. *(Special Note: See Figure b.)*

Follow instructions on prescription label before using the Topi-CLICK.